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ADVERTISEMENT INSERTION INTO MEDIA
CONTENT FOR STREAMING

advertisements) involved. In addition, all viewers see or hear
the same advertisement at the same time. The viewers are

human beings who watch or listen to the media content using
a television or radio. When the time to insert an advertisement

RELATED APPLICATIONS

arrives, the broadcaster inserts an advertisement into the out
put signal. The advertisement includes content which was

This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional No.
61/598,519, ?led Feb. 14, 2012, the entire contents of which
are incorporated by reference. This application is related to
co-pending U.S. Ser. No. 13/764,488, and US. Ser. No.

previously positioned in the video equipment, which is
capable of delivering the content into the output signal at the
precise instant that it is called for, with very high reliability. In

13/764,563, ?led concurrently with the present application.

effect, all viewers see the same advertising at the same point

The entire contents of which are incorporated by reference.

in the media content, such as that of a live event or a scheduled

programming.

TECHNICAL FIELD

As for Intemet-based media content, one conventional
approach inserts advertising into the video stream at some

Embodiments of the present invention relate to the ?eld of
delivery of media content over a network. Speci?cally, the
embodiments of the present invention relate to advertisement

point no later than the media server or the equivalent, mean
ing the advertisements are encoded as an integral part of the

media content. Like conventional broadcasting, using this

insertion into streaming media content.
BACKGROUND

20

The Internet is becoming a primary method for distributing

player is a piece of software that plays the media content (e. g.,
displays video and plays audio), and may be a standalone

media content (e.g., video and audio or just audio or just
video) and other information to end users. It is currently

possible to download music, video, games and other media
information to computers, cell phones, and virtually any net

software application, a web browser plug-in, a combination
25

work capable device. The percentage of people accessing the
Internet for media content is growing rapidly. The quality of
the viewer experience is a key barrier to the growth of video
viewing on-line. Consumer expectations for online video are

conventional approach, all viewers see the same advertising
at the same point in the media content, such as that of a live
event, and a media player, operating on a networked device, is
not involved in selecting the advertisements. The media

of browser plug-in and supporting web page logic, or the like.
In the case of managing advertisements for on-demand,
Internet-based media content, sometimes referred to as

video-on-demand (VOD), the timing for advertisement inser
30

tion may be very ?exible. For example, the VOD content may
be a previously-recorded broadcast, as opposed to media

set by their television and movie viewing experiences.

content from a “live” broadcast. In this context, “live” means

Audience numbers for streaming video on the web are
rapidly growing, and there are a growing interest and demand
for viewing video on the Internet. Streaming of data ?les or

that the media content is anchored to a particular point in time
for the purpose of playing the media content. That is, the
beginning of the piece of content is scheduled to be played by

“streaming media” refers to technology that delivers sequen

35

tial media content at a rate suf?cient to present the media to a

user at the originally anticipated playback speed without sig
ni?cant interruption. Unlike downloaded data of a media ?le,
streamed data may be stored in memory until the data is
played back and then subsequently deleted after a speci?ed
amount of time has passed.
The process for preparing media content for adaptive
streaming typically involves taking a source ?le, such as a

that the content is being encoded, and the anchor point is the
time that the encoding of the event began. In other cases, the
40

playback of the content is required to occupy approximately

45

keep the playback of the media content synchronized with the
schedule. For live playback, the duration of advertisement
breaks during playback should approximate the duration of
the advertisement breaks as they were encoded. Live play
back (sometimes referred to as live playout) differs from
VOD playback in that, with VOD content, there is no anchor

point in real time. A piece of VOD content begins playing

according to encoding pro?les. During playback, and as net
work conditions ?uctuate, a consuming application selects a
slice at one of the different quality levels that is best suited for

media content of a live event may be pre-encoded, but sched
uled to play out at a particular point in time. In either case, the
the same amount of time as the original live event, in order to

movie, or a source feed, such as a broadcast signal, and

splitting it into temporal chunks or slices of media (e. g., video
and audio), and encoding each slice of the media at different
quality levels. Typically the different quality levels are
achieved by encoding the media content at different bit rates

a media player at a particular point in time. In some cases, the
media content of the live event is played out at the same time

50

when a viewer requests the VOD content. There is no require
ment that the duration of advertisement breaks be the same as

the present network throughput, and the consuming applica

the duration of the original advertisement breaks, during the

tions adjusts the quality up or down as available bandwidth

playback of the VOD content. In fact, it is common for the
duration of the advertisement breaks to be quite different in
the VOD content than from the original broadcast (e.g., for

increases or decreases by selecting subsequent slices at the

appropriate quality levels.

55

television). For example, an original television broadcast may
be shown at a particular point in time, and subsequently, the

Streaming media content over the Internet has some chal

lenges, as compared to regular broadcasts over the air, satel

lite or cable. Although the adaptive streaming approach pro
vides many advantages, one major disadvantage is inserting
advertisements. Conventionally, in the case of live broadcast

publisher makes the television broadcast available as VOD

content, but without the original advertisements in the origi
60

television, the broadcaster is in complete control of timing of
the insertion and playback of advertisements. For example, if
a 30-second advertisement is to be inserted, the advertisement

is selected and scheduled beforehand, and the advertisement
starts and ends immediately at the scheduled time. This is
possible because the broadcaster is in complete control of all

the equipment and media content (regular programming plus

65

nal television broadcast. Since the VOD content is not
anchored to a particular schedule, the advertisements in the
VOD content do not have to match the duration of the original
advertisements.

For VOD advertisement insertion, advertisement breaks
are typically marked at particular points in the video content,
although their locations might also be computed based on the
amount of time the viewer has been viewing or by some other

US 8,752,085 B1
4
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FIG. 3B is a diagram that illustrates a ?ow of operation of

means. Advertisement breaks are not required to occupy any

particular duration of time. In particular, the advertisements

an advertisement insertion tool to truncate slices to accom

in the VOD content do not have to match the original adver
tisement breaks in the program content. In fact, the number

modate advertisement insertions into the media content
according to one embodiment.
FIG. 4A is a ?ow diagram of one embodiment of a method
of creating new slices to accommodate advertisement inser
tion.
FIG. 4B is a ?ow diagram of one embodiment of a method

and duration of advertisements played during a particular
advertisement break in the VOD content may vary from
viewer to viewer.

For VOD advertisement insertion, when playback reaches

of preparing a stream for inserting one or more slices of an

an advertisement break, playback of the program content is
suspended while the advertisements are played. If there are

advertisement when slicing.
FIG. 4C is a ?ow diagram of one embodiment of a method

brief pauses as advertisements are fetched, or even during the

of inserting the one or more slices of an advertisement into a

playback of an advertisement, the viewer’ s experience during

stream for streaming.

the advertisement break may be affected, but this has no
bearing on the viewer’s experience after the program content
resumes. For example, in a VOD scenario, there is no concept

FIG. 5A illustrates a stream of slices of media content

before and after advertisement insertion according to one
embodiment.

of “lag behind live,” because the event is pre-recorded and is
available in its entirety before playback begins. The term “lag
behind live,” as used herein, refers to the difference between
when a particular piece of content is encoded for Internet
distribution and when a particular viewer views the piece of
content on the media player. The “lag behind live” can vary

FIG. 5B illustrates a stream of slices of media content

20

before and after advertisement insertion according to another
embodiment.
FIG. 6 illustrates a diagrammatic representation of a
machine in the exemplary form of a computing system for
advertisement insertion.

between viewers and can vary over time for a single viewer.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

For a particular live event, delivered by a particular technol
ogy, there is a minimum lag behind live due to the time to
record, or otherwise capture the live event and to make the
recorded content available for Internet distribution, for

25

A method and system for advertisement insertion into
media content for streaming is described. In the following

example.

description, numerous details are set forth. It will be apparent,

The concept of “lag behind live” only applies to live events,
not to pre-recorded media content, unless the pre-recorded

however, to one of ordinary skill in the art having the bene?t
of this disclosure, that embodiments of the present invention
may be practiced without these speci?c details. In some
instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in
block diagram form, rather than in detail, in order to avoid
obscuring the embodiments of the present invention.
Some portions of the detailed description that follow are

30

media content is scheduled to be played back at a particular

point in time. In effect, for VOD content, there is no live point
to which the viewer should be restored after an advertisement
break. Advertisement breaks for VOD content can be of any

duration without affecting the viewer’s experience of the
regular program content.

35

presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic representa
tions of operations on data bits within a computer memory.

Since advertising is inserted into the live video stream of a
live event before the media server in one conventional system,
all viewers seeing the live event see the same advertisement at
the same time. The publisher cannot control how many view
ers see the advertisements. In general, there is no good way to

These algorithmic descriptions and representations are the
40

take advantage of knowing how many viewers see the adver
tisements. In particular, it is difficult or impossible to be paid
a higher price if a higher-than-expected number of viewers
see the advertisements. It is difficult or impossible to target

means used by those skilled in the data processing arts to most
effectively convey the substance of their work to others
skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, con
ceived to be a self-consistent sequence of steps leading to a

desired result. The steps are those requiring physical manipu

lations of physical quantities. Usually, though not necessarily,
45

these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals

advertising to particular demographics or geographic areas

capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared,

without setting up a one or more media servers for each

and otherwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times,

demographic or geographic area and ensure that each viewer
connects to the appropriate media server.

principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these

signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms,
50

numbers or the like.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and
similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate physi

The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and
not by way of limitation, in the ?gures of the accompanying
drawings in which like references indicate similar elements.

cal quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to
these quantities. Unless speci?cally stated otherwise as
55

It should be noted that different references to “an” or “one”
embodiment in this disclosure are not necessarily to the same
embodiment, and such references mean at least one.

as “receiving,” “generating, communicating, capturing,”
“executing,” “de?ning,” “specifying,” “creating,” “recreat

ing,” “processing,” “providing,” “computing,” “calculating,”

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of exemplary network architec
ture in which embodiments of an advertisement insertion tool

apparent from the following discussion, it is appreciated that
throughout the description, discussions utiliZing terms such

60

“determining,” “displaying,” or the like, refer to the actions

may operate.

and processes of a computing system, or similar electronic

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the advertisement insertion
tool to insert advertisements into media content for streaming
according to one embodiment.
FIG. 3A is a diagram that illustrates a ?ow of operation of

computing systems, that manipulates and transforms data
represented as physical (e. g., electronic) quantities within the
computing system’s registers and memories into other data

the advertisement insertion tool to create slices to accommo

date advertisement insertions according to one embodiment.

65

similarly represented as physical quantities within the com
puting system memories or registers or other such informa
tion storage, transmission or display devices.

US 8,752,085 B1
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the data center for encoding as would be appreciated by one of
ordinary skill in the art having the bene?t of this disclosure.
In other embodiments, the encoders 124 could be
employed at the event facility 120 and stored in the data
storage 140 for delivery via the web server 122 as described
below. For example, in one embodiment, the live signal is fed
into encoding computers at the live event. These encoding

Embodiments of the present invention also relate to an

apparatus for performing the operations herein. This appara
tus may be specially constructed for the required purposes, or

it may comprise a general-purpose computing system speci?
cally programmed by a computer program stored in the com
puting system. Such a computer program may be stored in a
computer-readable storage medium, such as, but not limited

computers divide the signal into temporal slices, encode the

to, any type of disk including optical disks, CD-ROMs and
magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs), ran

slices to the various bitrates and upload them to a remote web
server. One of these other embodiments may use a specialized
delivery mechanism, like a microwave or satellite link to
deliver the encoded media content to the data center 130.

dom access memories (RAMs), EPROMs, EEPROMs, mag
netic or optical cards, or any type of media suitable for storing
electronic instructions.
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of exemplary network architec

However, in the decoupled encoding embodiment described
above, because the slicer 106 acquires the signal and creates

ture 100 in which embodiments of an advertisement insertion

the temporal slices for delivery to the data center over the

tool 108 may operate. The network architecture 100 may

Internet, the specialized delivery mechanism is not required.

include multiple client computing systems 102, a computing

Instead, the slices can be delivered over a normal Internet

system 104, and one or more server computing systems 116,
such as at a data center 130 coupled via a data communica

tions network 103 (e.g., public network such as the Internet or
private network such as a local area network (LAN)). In the
depicted embodiment, the media content 101 is captured at an

20

receiving hardware is required, because the slices from the
slicer 106 are received over a standard intemet connection.

event facility 120 and fed into the computing system 104 that
uses a slicer 106 to slice the media content 101 into sliced
media content 105. In one embodiment, the media content
101 is a content ?le. The content ?le may include data corre
sponding to video and/ or audio corresponding to a television

broadcast, sporting event, movie, music, concert or the like.
The original content ?le may include uncompressed video
and audio, or alternatively, uncompressed video or audio.

connection because there is only a single slice per range of
time rather than many versions of the slices encoded at the
various bitrates. Also, in the data center 130, no specialized

25

Encoders 124 in the data center process the slices individu
ally, create the encoded slices at the various bitrates, and store
them to the data storage 140 for delivery via the web server
122. Of course, the encoded media content 142 may be deliv
ered to the clients 102 using more than one web servers 122 at
one or more locations as would be appreciated by one of

ordinary skill in the art having the bene?t of this disclosure.
30

Alternatively, the content ?le may include compressed con

In one embodiment, the web server 122 receives requests
for encoded media content 142 over the network 103 from

tent (e.g., video and/or audio) using standard or proprietary
encoding schemes. The original content ?le from the pub

media players 113 executing on the client computing systems

lisher may be digital in form and may include media content
having a high bit rate, such as, for example, 2 Mbps or greater.
In another embodiment, the media content 101 may be a feed.
The feed may include data corresponding to video and/or
audio.
In one embodiment, the slicer 106 may be a lightweight
piece of software that runs on the computing system 104 near

web server 122, which may be executed on a server of a

102 (referred to herein as the “client”). The client 102 and the
35

103. The network 103 may include the Internet and network
connections to the Internet. Alternatively, the web server 122
and the client 102 may be located on a common Local Area
40

laptop computer at the live event or at a publisher’s facility.
The slicer 106 divides the media content 101 into the tempo

may be a client workstation, a server, a computer, a portable

ral chunks (sliced media content 105) and pushes each slice to

electronic device, an entertainment system con?gured to
45

tronic devices. For example, portable electronic devices may
include, but are not limited to, cellular phones, portable gam
ing systems, portable computing devices or the like. The

slice according to the multiple quality levels, and store them
50

for example, using adaptive streaming techniques.

55 includes one or more content repositories, illustrated as a data

web server 122. Because the slicer 106 is not doing the work

of encoding to the many output formats, it does not need large
amounts of computing hardware to run, so there are not large

space and electricity requirements at the event facility 120.
There only needs to exist suf?cient computing hardware to
capture the live signal (or source ?le) and divide it into the
temporal slices. It is feasible that this slicing could even be

60

performed on a mobile device with a camera, such as on the

iPhone® mobile digital device. Alternatively, other types of
portable or non-portable computing devices may be used to
capture the signal source, or receive the signal source from
another capture device, and slice the signal before sending to

client 102 may have access to the Internet via a ?rewall, a

router or other packet switching devices. The server comput
ing systems 116 may be a network appliance, a gateway, a
personal computer, a desktop computer, a workstation, etc.
In one embodiment, the computing environment 100 also

delivered to the one or more clients 102 via a web server 122,

In this embodiment, the process of dividing a signal into
temporal slices is decoupled from the work of encoding the
slices to the various bitrates and delivering them using the

communicate over a network, such as a set-top box, a digital

receiver, a digital television, a mobile phone or other elec

example, the encoders 124 may retrieve a slice, encode the
in the data storage 140 as encoded media content 142 to be

Network (LAN), Personal area network (PAN), Campus Area
Network (CAN), Metropolitan area network (MAN), Wide
area network (WAN), wireless local area network, cellular
network, virtual local area network, or the like. The client 102

the signal source (e. g., source ?le or live feed), such as a

a remote server computing system 116 in the data center
facility 130. The server computing systems 116 may be one or
more encoders 124 that can process the individual slices. For

content delivery network, may be coupled by the network

65

storage device 140. The data storage device 140 may be a
content repository in which encoded media content 142 may
be stored. A publisher or a distributor of media content may
store the encoded media content 142 in the data storage 140.
Media content from the publisher may be transferred over the
network 103 to the data storage 140 and served by the web
server 122 (sometimes referred to as the origin content
server). In one embodiment, the web server 122 delivers the
media content to the client 102, which is con?gured to play
the content on a media player 113 executing by a processing
device of the client 102. The web server 122 delivers the
media content by streaming the media content to the client
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102. In a further embodiment, the client 102 is con?gured to

appropriate quality pro?le) as the transport stream ?le in

receive different portions of the media content from multiple
locations.
In other embodiments, the encoded media content 142

response to the request. However, when the media content is

from the web server 122 may be replicated to other locations
and served to the clients 102 using other web servers 122
located on other server computing system. Alternatively,
proxy cache servers can be used. For example, the client 102
may request and receive content from any of the multiple web

the appropriate quality pro?le), and the web server 122 can

stored a single ?le, an identi?er and an offset may be used to

retrieve the appropriate slice of the ?le (encoded according to
send this slice as a transport stream ?le in response to the

request.
In one embodiment, the M3U8 ?le is created with the

available quality pro?les and where the media content at

servers 122, or proxy cache servers. In a further embodiment,

those pro?les are located even though the media content at

the encoded media content 142 may be forwarded directly to

those different pro?les. The media player 113 reads the
descriptor ?le 144 for the media content that is being
requested. The metadata descriptor ?le 144 may also include
a unique content identi?er (UCID), duration of the media
content, available quality pro?les and locations of where the

the other web servers 122 or proxy cache servers through
direct communication channels without the need to traverse

the Internet. In another embodiment, the origin content server
(web server 122), other web servers 122 and proxy cache
servers may be organized in a hierarchy of a CDN to deliver
the media content to the client 102. A CDN is a system of

media content can be retrieved. The quality pro?les may

computers networked together across the Internet that coop
erates transparently to deliver content. In the depicted
embodiment, the web server 122 is executed on an origin
content server. Alternatively, the web server 122 may be

20

executed on one or more other servers to deliver the encoded

media content 142. The CDN may also include intercon
nected computer networks or nodes to deliver the media con
tent.

25

of the same media content; for example, different media
players 113 may request the same portion (e.g., same time
index) of the media content but at different quality levels. For
example, one media player may request a slice having HD

30

media player has suf?cient computational power and suf?
cient network bandwidth, while another media player may
request a slice having a lower quality, since its computing

In the depicted embodiment, the data center 130 includes a

content management system (CMS) 118 that manages the
encoded media content 142, for example, using a database
stored in data storage 140. In one embodiment, the CMS 118
is a computing system including a memory and a processing
device coupled to the memory, the processing device to
execute the advertisement insertion tool 108. In another
embodiment, the advertisement insertion tool 108 can be
executed by a processing device of a computing system that is
separate from the CMS 118. The CMS 118 may also manage

quality video, since the computing device of the requesting

35

the available encoded media content 142 using one or more

descriptor ?les 144. In the depicted embodiment, the pub

pathname, a local pathname relative to the M3U ?le location,
or a URL (both absolute and relative URLs). The M3U ?le
can also include comments, which are prefaced by the ‘#’
character. In extended M3U, the ‘#” character may also intro
duce extended directives. The Unicode version of M3U is

device may not have suf?cient network bandwidth, for
example. In one embodiment, the media player 113 shifts

between quality levels at the slice boundaries by requesting
slices from different copies (e.g., different quality streams) of
the media content. Alternatively, the media player 113 can

lisher (or server administrator) can create metadata descriptor
?les 144 using the CMS 118. The metadata descriptor ?les
144 can be fetched or pushed to the media player(s) 113. In
one embodiment, the metadata descriptor ?le 144 is M3U ?le.
A M3U ?le is a computer ?le format that stores media play
lists. Typically, a M3U ?le is a plain text ?le that speci?es the
locations of one or more media ?les. Each entry of the M3U
?le carries one speci?cation, which can be an absolute local

specify parameters, such as width and height of the image
(i.e., image size), video bit rate (i.e., rate at which the video is
encoded), audio bit rate, audio sample rate (i.e., rate at which
the audio is sampled when captured), number of audio tracks
(e.g., mono, stereo, or the like), frame rate (e.g., frame per
second), staging size, or the like. For example, the media
players 113 may individually request different quality levels

40

request the slices using other techniques that would be appre
ciated by those of ordinary skill in the art having the bene?t of
this disclosure. The metadata descriptor ?le 144 may also
include other metadata, including, for example, air date of the
content, title, actresses, actors, a start index, an end index,

proprietary publisher data, encryption level, content duration,
45

episode or program name, publisher; available tools for the
end-user navigational environment, such as available menus,

thumbnails, sidebars, advertising, fast-forward, rewind,
pause, and play, or the like; orbit-rate values, including frame

size, audio channel information, codecs, sample rate, and
50

M3U8, which uses UTF-8 Unicode characters.

In one embodiment, the metadata descriptor ?le 144 gives
an overview of the content and is initially requested by the
media player 113 in order to know how to request speci?c

frame parser information. In another embodiment, other
types of publishing systems other than CMS 118 may be used
to create the metadata descriptor ?les 144.Also, the CMS 118
may be hosted on another computing system within the data
center 130 or outside of the data center 130. For example, the

?les or data ranges within a ?le. For example, a user may visit 55 data center 130 may be a cloud computing service provided
a webpage with a link to the video to be streamed. When the
by a third-party service provider and the CMS 118 is executed
on a computing device that can access the cloud computing
link is activated, the media player fetches the metadata
descriptor ?le 144 to determine what quality levels are avail
service over a public or private network.

able and the locations of the corresponding ?les or data ranges

within a single ?le for adaptive streaming. It should be noted

60

that the web server sends transport stream ?les in response to
the requests, however, the media content may be stored in one

or multiple ?les. Regardless of how the media content is
stored, the web server 122 sends the transport stream ?les
with the corresponding slice of media content requested.
When the media content is stored as discrete ?les, the web
server may send the discrete ?le (encoded according to the

The CMS 118 may also allow a publisher to indicator
where advertisements can be inserted into the encoded media
content 142 for streaming. In one embodiment, the CMS 118

receives advertisement insertion input 109, such as indica
tions of the presentation times of when advertisements should
start and end or when the advertisements start and their dura
65

tion. The advertisement insertion tool 108 may be software
that executes on the CMS 118 and uses the advertisement

insertion input 1 09 to insert advertisements into the streaming
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of the advertisement insertion tool 108 are described below
with respect to FIGS. 2-3B.

the inserted advertisements for delivery to the media player
113. From the media player’s perspective, the media player
113 requests the slices according to the descriptor ?le 144,

In one embodiment, the CMS 118 can use the advertise
ment insertion tool 108 to create new slices to accommodate

which has been updated to include the advertisements or
indications on when advertisements are to be played back

an advertisement inserted at presentation time that does not

during streaming of the slices.

necessarily align with the slice boundaries. The advertise

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the advertisement insertion
tool 108 to insert advertisements into media content for

encoded media content 142. Details regarding the operation

ment insertion process can be done on the slices before encod

streaming according to one embodiment. The advertisement

ing by the encoder 124 or after encoding as would be appre
ciated by one of ordinary skill in the art having the bene?t of
this disclosure. The slices may have an equal duration, or
alternatively, the slices may have equal ?le sizes, or vary one

insertion tool 108 may include an Advertisement Decision

Service (ADS) interface 221 that communicates with anADS
210, a container reader 222, an editor interface 223, a slice
creator 224, an audio decoder 228, a video decoder 226, a
video encoder 232, an audio encoder 234, a video frame
buffer 242, an audio frame buffer 244, and a descriptor ?le
manager 246.

to another according to other requirements. During operation,
as describe in more detail below, each portion of the encoded
media content 142 may be retrieved, decoded and re-encoded
into an encoded representation of that portion of the media

content at the speci?ed quality level. Typically, in adaptive

In the depicted embodiment, the ADS 210 is an external
service running on a remote computing system accessible

streaming, a media content ?le can be encoded into multiple

encoded representations according to different quality pro
?les and stored as separate ?les that are independently
requestable from the data storage 140 via the web server 122.

over the Internet. The ADS 210 selects the advertisement to
20

advertisements which the publisher of the media content has
sold to advertising customers. Rules in the ADS 210 may

However, in the embodiments described herein, the media
content can be stored in the data storage 140 and encoded at

the requested quality level, and the advertisement insertion
tool 108 can be used to insert advertisements into the stream

ing media content that is being played back on the media
player 113. It should be noted that the advertisements can be
added and encoded into the encoded media content 142 so
that the advertisement is part of the stream itself. In other
embodiments, the advertisements are inserted into the
descriptor ?les and the slices are updated to accommodate

in?uence the selection of an advertisement from the inven
25

30

advertisements at the designated locations. It should be noted

35

duration of the set of original advertisements. Also, when the
stream does not have any original advertisements, the set of
one or more advertisements being inserted can have any dura

tion. Also, the actual advertisements and the duration of these
advertisements can vary for the requesting users. For
example, one advertisement may be streamed to a ?rst media

40

the viewer (user of the media player), and the like. These rules
and others would be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the
art, and as such, additional description of these rules has not
been included. In one embodiment, when the media player
113 requests the advertisement decision, as indicated in the
descriptor ?le, the advertisement insertion tool 108 may
receive the request from the media player 113, request the
advertisement from the ADS 210 and return the identity of the
advertisement to be displayed to the requesting media player
113. Alternatively, the media player 113 can request the
advertisement from the ADS 210 without using the advertise
ment insertion tool 108. Each individual media player 113
may potentially receive a different advertisement response

player when reaching an advertisement marker in the stream
ing content and another advertisement may be streamed to a

second media player reaching the same advertisement marker
in the streaming content. The decision(s) of which advertise
ment is streamed may be based on various factors, including

tory. The rules may take into account information supplied in
a request by a media player 113, such as the local time of

player, keywords, the geographic location of the media player
(e.g., determined by the host’s IP address), demographics of

that the duration of the set of one or more advertisements
inserted into a stream can match the duration of a set of

original advertisements or can be shorter or longer than the

play from an inventory of available advertisements (e.g.,
advertisement impressions). The inventory may represent the

45

for the same advertisement opportunity (e.g., the scheduled
advertisement break). After the advertisement is selected in
this fashion, the media player 113 fetches andplays the adver
tisement.
In one embodiment, the content server stores the available

geography, user pro?le, or the like.

advertisements, and the media player 113 requests the

In other embodiments, the computing environment 100
may include other devices, such as directory servers, Digital

selected advertisements before the advertisement break. In
another embodiment, the media player 113 stores the avail
able advertisements. Alternatively, the available advertise

Rights Management (DRM) servers, statistic servers, devices

50

of a network infrastructure operator (e.g., an ISP), or the like.
In one embodiment, the same server computing system 116
may execute the web server 122 and the advertisement inser
tion tool 108, which is described in more detail below. Alter

natively, the functionality of the advertisement insertion tool

ments are stored and retrieved over the Internet from servers

55

108 and the web server 122 can be distributed over the two

that are distinct from the media player computer and the
computing system hosting the ADS 210. In one embodiment,
the ADS 210 supports an interface that receives the duration
of the advertisement break from the media player 113 and/or
any targeted-advertisement information, and returns the iden

machines. For example, in one embodiment, the server com

tities of advertisement(s) that should be requested by the

puting system 116 may host just the advertisement insertion

media player 113 to ?ll the advertisement break. In other
cases, the media player 113 determines the number and dura

tool 108 and not the web server 122, and another server

computing system (not illustrated) can host the web server
122 to handle requests for the media content. Alternatively,
other con?gurations are possible as would be appreciated by
one of ordinary skill in the art having the bene?t of this
disclosure.
This descriptor ?le 144 permits the media player 113 to
request the slices, and the advertisement insertion tool 108
handles creating the new or modi?ed slices to accommodate

60

tions of the one or more advertisements selected to ?ll the

scheduled advertisement break, and makes individual
requests for the one or more advertisements of the appropriate

durations from the ADS 210, or elsewhere. Alternatively,
65

other techniques for advertisement selection could be imple
mented, for example, the ADS 210 may be implemented
within the media player 113, or within the content server.

Alternatively, the selection of advertisements may be done
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using other techniques than using the ADS 210. The details of

encoded video frames and the encoded audio samples, as well
as any other metadata information in the container. For
example, an MP4 container may indicate that there are 2
media tracks in this ?le, one being video the other audio, that
the video is H264 encoded, and the audio is AAC in stereo.
When the container reader 222 outputs the frames and
samples, the advertisement insertion tool 108 can determine
the track of the frame or sample, whether it is audio or video.
The video frames being output may also include a ?ag that
indicates that it is a key frame. The advertisement insertion
tool 108 can identify the type and duration of the samples and

how advertisements could otherwise be selected to ?ll an

advertisement break would be appreciated by one of ordinary
skill in the art, and accordingly, a detailed description of such
has not been provided. It should be noted that the embodi
ments of FIG. 2 describe advertisement insertion into stream

ing video. Alternatively, advertisement insertion may be per
formed by the media player 113 that is con?gured to receive
the live media content using other delivery methods than

streaming.
In the depicted embodiment, the editor interface 223 com
municates with a remote computing system 202 operated by

frames, including the presentation times and durations of the
key frames of the media content. For example, the advertise

a publisher or editor of the encoded media content. For
example, an editor of the content can send a play request 201
to the advertisement insertion tool 108 via the editor interface

ment insertion tool 108 can determine that a video frame has

223 in order to playback the media content to select points to
insert advertisements. In response to the play request 201, the
advertisement insertion tool 108 sends the appropriate media
content 203 to the remote computing system 202. The editor
may use a software tool on the remote computing system 202

to select the points in the media content where advertisements
should be inserted. The remote computing system 202 sends
an advertisement insertion input 209 to the advertisement
insertion tool 108 via the editor interface 223. The advertise
ment insertion input 209 may include a presentation time of
when the advertisement should be inserted. For example, the

20

a presentation time of 20.2 seconds from the beginning and it
is a key frame and that the corresponding audio has 1024
audio samples. Although the actual data has not been
accessed yet, the output of the container reader 222 may be
split into two different pipelines, one pipeline for the audio
codec (audio decoder 228), and the other for the video codec

(video decoder 226). The decoders, when instructed to
decode, output the raw video frame and the raw audio samples
into the video frame buffer 242 and the audio frame buffer

244, respectively. Thus, the advertisement insertion tool 108
25

can instruct the decoders to not decode the video frames and

the audio samples when performing the pre-processing of the

advertisement insertion input 209 may specify a presentation

media content. However, when needed to create a new slice,

time for a start of an advertisement and a presentation time for

for example, the advertisement insertion tool 108 can instruct
the decoders to decode the video frames and the audio
samples so that the video frames and audio samples can be
re-encoded in the new slices. In another embodiment, the
advertisement insertion tool 108 may be con?gured to not
send the video frames and audio samples to the decoders

an end of the advertisement. Alternatively, the advertisement
insertion input 209 may specify a presentation time and a
duration of an advertisement. The advertisement insertion
tool 108 uses the input 209 to create new slices in the encoded
media content 142 to accommodate advertisement insertion
of an advertisement. The advertisement insertion tool 108,
using the slice creator 224, creates the new slices in the

30

35

encoded media content 142, and updates the descriptor ?le(s)
144) using the descriptor ?le manager 246 as described
herein.
In the depicted embodiment, the container reader 222 can
be used to read containers of the media content 142. For
example, the media content ?le may be an MP4 ?le, and the
MP4 ?le is the container that stores metadata and the actual

ment insertion tool 108 can use a series of commands to turn

the decoders on and off. When the decoders are off the video
40

have been encoded using a codec, such as AAC, H264 or the
45

container. Reading metadata information from the container
is not a computationally intensive operation as compared to

decoding the audio and video samples.

the index in order to create one or more new slices in the
50

advertisement insertion tool 108 can scan the media content

?le, looking for all the video key frames, for example. The

advertisement insertion tool 108 can use the time stamps of
55

samples. In effect, the container reader 222 can read a con

tainer (sometimes called a wrapper) to obtain metadata infor
mation, and can read the pass the video and audio samples to
the decoder, but instruct the decoder not to decode, for
example, to determine which video frames are key frames
without using the computational resources to decode the
actual video frames. Alternatively, the encoded video frames
and audio samples can be discarded before being sent to the

60

tainers, such as MP3, MKV, or the like), and may output the

the key frames to determine the relation between the key
frames. For example, if there is a ?rst key frame at 15 seconds
into the media content and a second key frame is at 33 sec
onds, and a 15-second advertisement is to be inserted at 20
seconds, the advertisement insertion tool 1 08 can create a new
slice that includes the media content up to the 20 seconds, and
can create a second new slice to transition back to the media

content after the advertisement, as described below with
respect to FIGS. 4A-4C. For example, if advertisement is to
be inserted into a slice that contains the 20 second mark, the

decoders when locating particular key frames.
The container reader 222 may read the container, such as
the AVI container or MP4 container (or other types of con

encoded media content 142 to accommodate advertisement
insertion of an advertisement, as well as to update the descrip

tor ?le(s) 144.
The key frames have a corresponding time stamp and the

advertisement insertion tool 1 08 may read the encoded media

content 142, using the container reader 222 without actually
decoding the encoded video frames and the encoded audio

content ?le to the content library or at a time before receiving

requests from clients. Alternatively, this index can be created
at the time of receiving the request “on the ?y,” if not previ
ously processed. The advertisement insertion tool 108 canuse

tion tool 108 can read the metadata information from the

In one embodiment, using the container reader 222, the

frames and audio frames may be passed through without
being decoded and then subsequently discarded. Altema
tively, the container of the slice may already contain an index
of where the video key frames are located within the slice. For
example, this index can be created when adding the media

audio and video samples. The actual audio and video samples
like. Using the container reader 222, the advertisement inser

when performing the pre-processing of the media content. In
another embodiment, the advertisement insertion tool 108
may be con?gured to instruct the decoders to discard the
video frames and audio samples. Alternatively, the advertise

65

new slice could contain the media content up to the 20 second

mark, and the frame after the 20 second mark could be con
verted into a new key frame to create a new slice for playback
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after the advertisement insertion. In this embodiment, the

tisement insertion tool 108 can process the encoded media
content 142. For example, the media content ?le may be an
MP4 ?le. The MP4 ?le is the container that stores metadata

advertisement insertion tool 108 can start reading back at the
key frame at the 15 seconds in order to decode the video and
audio samples up to the 20 seconds to convert the frame at 20
seconds into a key frame for the new slice. The advertisement
insertion tool 108, using the video decoder 226 and audio
decoder 228, decodes the encoded video frames and the
encoded audio samples to generate the raw video and the raw

and the actual audio and video samples. The actual audio and
video samples have been encoded using a codec, such as
AAC, H264 or the like. Using the container reader 222, the
advertisement insertion tool 108 can read the metadata infor

mation from the container. Reading metadata information

audio, respectively. These samples are stored in the video

from the container is not a computationally intensive opera

frame buffer 242 and audio frame buffer 244. The advertise

tion as compared to decoding the audio and video samples.
Using the container reader 222, the advertisement insertion

ment insertion tool 108 can discard the samples that are
outside the time ranges of the new slices. The advertisement

tool 108 can scan the media content ?le, looking for all the
video key frames. In one embodiment, the advertisement

insertion tool 108, using the video encoder 232, encodes the
raw video (for the pertinent time range) into encoded video
frames, and, using the audio encoder 234, encodes the raw
audio (for the pertinent time range) into encoded audio

insertion tool 108 can inspect one or more original slices to
locate key frames and to create new slices to accommodate
insertion of an advertisement at the desired presentation times
as described in more detail below. In another embodiment, the
advertisement insertion tool 108 creates an index of the media

frames. The advertisement insertion tool 108 can instruct the

video encoder 232 and the audio encoder 234 of the quality
pro?le to be used for encoding the audio and video. The
advertisement insertion tool 108, using the slice creator 224,
creates the new slices having the encoded video frames and
the encoded audio frames for the respective time ranges, and
stores the encoded media content 142 into the data storage
140. After creation of the new slices, the advertisement inser
tion tool 108 can update the descriptor ?le 144 using the
descriptor ?le manager 246 so that the media player requests
the new slices and the advertisement. The updated descriptor
?les are described and illustrated in tables below.
It should be noted that the advertisement insertion tool 108
may be used in an adaptive streaming context, as well as other

20

content ?le to the content library or at a time before receiving

advertisement insertion requests 301 from a publisher. Alter
natively, this index can be created at the time of receiving the
advertisement insertion request 301 “on the ?y,” if not previ
25

The key frames have a corresponding time stamp and the

30

and an advertisement insertion request 301 comes in for

35

content between 15 seconds and 25 seconds. The advertise
40

45

50

having the bene?t of this disclosure.
FIG. 3A is a diagram that illustrates a ?ow of operation of
55

date advertisement insertions according to one embodiment.
Advertisement insertion, as used herein, refers to the process
of preparing the stream(s) of the media content to insert one or

and the encoded audio samples 335 to obtain the raw video
337 and the raw audio 339, respectively. These samples are
stored in the video frame buffer 242 and audio frame buffer
244. The advertisement insertion tool 108 can discard the
samples that are after the presentation time for the new slice.
In another embodiment, the advertisement insertion tool 108

does not decode the key frames and any intervening delta
frames up to the advertisement insertion point; rather, the
advertisement insertion tool 108 uses the data from the origi
nal slice and discards the remaining frames after the adver

tisement insertion). The sub sequent frame after the advertise
ment insertion point is converted into a key frame for the
second new slice as described in more detail below.

In some embodiments, to create the ?rst new slice, the

advertisement insertion tool 108, using the video encoder

more advertisements into the stream(s) for streaming. A
single stream can be prepared for inserting one or more adver
tisements at one or more designated locations. Alternatively,

ment insertion tool 108, using the video decoder 226 and
audio decoder 228, decodes the encoded video frames 333

tisement insertion point or marks these frames to be discarded
when decoded. The frames after the advertisement insertion
point can be used for creation of a second new slice (when no
black frames are used in the media content to mark the adver

ment insertion tool 108 can re-encode all video frames again
as would be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art

the advertisement insertion tool to create slices to accommo

advertisement insertion tool 108 can start reading back at the
key frame at the 15 seconds in order to decode the video and
audio samples up to the 25 seconds so that the advertisement
insertion tool 108 can create a new slice containing the media

(decoding from the previous key frame and any intervening

delta frames after the newly created key frame. This may
speed up the operation, and may not lose any quality by
re-encoding the video frames. Alternatively, the advertise

the key frames to determine the relation between the key
frames. For example, if there is a key frame at 15 seconds into
the media content and the second key frame is at 33 seconds,
inserting a 30-second advertisement at 25 seconds presenta
tion time (referred to as the advertisement insertion point), the

insertion tool 108 can decode the frame as described above

delta frames), and then re-encode this ?rst frame as a key
frame. The subsequent frames to this ?rst frame may be able
to be copied from the original data so that the advertisement
insertion tool 108 does not have to re-encode the subsequent

ously processed.
advertisement insertion tool 108 can use the time stamps of

streaming contexts that are not adaptive streaming.
The video and audio stored in the buffers 242 and 244 can
then be used to create a slice for the requested time range. In
particular, the slice creator 224 can instruct the audio encoder
234 and video encoder 232 to encode the raw data into
encoded audio frames and video frames for the slice. The
advertisement insertion tool 108 can instruct the slice creator
224 to create the slice with the necessary encoded audio
frames and video frames.
In another embodiment, when the ?rst frame after the
inserted advertisement is not a key frame, the advertisement

content ?le, and the video key frames can become index
points. This index can be created when adding the media

60

232, encodes the raw video 337 for the designated time range

(e.g., 15-25 seconds) into encoded video frames 341, and,

multiple streams, such as different quality streams of the

using the audio encoder 234, encodes the raw audio 339 for

same media content, can be prepared for inserting one or

the designated time range (e.g., 15-25) into encoded audio

more advertisements at one or more designated locations.

In one embodiment, when the advertisement insertion tool
108 receives an advertisement insertion request 301 for an

encoded media content 142 (original content ?le), the adver

65

frames 343. The advertisement insertion tool 108 can instruct
the video encoder 232 and the audio encoder 234 of the

quality pro?le to be used for encoding the audio and video.
The advertisement insertion tool 108, using the slice creator
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224, creates a slice 345 having the encoded video frames 341
and the encoded audio frames 343 for the designated time

different quality pro?les for the adaptive streaming, and does
not know that the advertisement insertion tool 1 08 has created

range, and stores the slice 345. In a further embodiment, a

new slices to accommodate the advertisement insertion.

response 303 is sent to the requesting computer to indicate the
new slices created for the advertisement insertion request
3 01. This information can be used to update the descriptor ?le

media content, the advertisement insertion tool 108 can read

In one embodiment, when doing the pre-processing of the
the encoded media content 142, using the container reader
222 without actually decoding the encoded video frames 333
and the encoded audio samples 335. In effect, the container

144 as described in more detail below.
In one embodiment, a new key frame may be created at the

identi?ed time index, even if the sample at that time was not

reader 222 can read a container (sometimes called a wrapper)
to obtain metadata information, and can read the pass the

a key frame previously. Continuing the example from above,
the advertisement insertion tool 108, using the slice creator

video and audio samples to the decoder, but instruct the
decoder not to decode, for example, to determine which video
frames are key frames without using the computational

224 may create a second new slice at 25 seconds with a key
frame at 25 seconds. The second new slice can be played back

after the advertisement so that presentation time may be

resources to decode the actual video frames. Alternatively, the
encoded video frames 333 and audio samples 335 can be
discarded before being sent to the decoders. In one embodi
ment, there is a container and the container has the audio
samples and the video frames that are encoded. The container

changed from 25 seconds to 55 seconds, for example, when
inserting a 30-second advertisement. The new slice 345 has a

key frame in order for the media player 113 to be able to
decode and play the media content after the advertisement
insertion.
In another embodiment, the advertisement insertion tool

can be opened and read without using computational
20

resources to decode the audio samples and video frames,

108, which can access the media content with random access,

especially, since this pre-processing does not require decoded

?nds the video frame at the advertisement insertion point and

the video frames to obtain the actual pixel data or the audio
samples. These frames and samples can be discarded before

creates two new slices; one slice before the advertisement

insertion point and one slice after the insertion point. In
another embodiment, the media content already contains
black frames to designate where the advertisement is to be
inserted in these cases, the ?rst new slice is a portion of a ?rst
original slice before a start time of the black frames and the
second new slice is a portion of a second original slice after an
end time of the black frames. The creation of the second new
slice allows the media content to resume after the insertion

the decoders or the decoders can be instructed not to decode
25

line processing architecture as illustrated in FIG. 3A in which
the advertisement insertion tool 108 orchestrates the pre
30

decodable. In another embodiment, the media content does
not contain black frames, but rather includes original adver

like). The container reader 222 outputs the encoded video
35

frames 333 and the encoded audio samples 335, as well as any
other metadata information in the container. For example, an
MP4 container may indicate that there are 2 media tracks in
this ?le, one being video the other audio, that the video is
H264 encoded, and the audio is AAC in stereo. When the
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container reader 222 outputs the frames and samples, the

feed may already have advertisements, but these advertise
ments were sold for over-the-air TV only. The advertisement
insertion tool 108 can receive a signal indicating when the

advertisement break starts and another signal indicating when
the advertisement break ends. The advertisement tool 1 08 can

truncate the current slice, discarding the video frames of the

advertisement insertion tool 108 can determine the track of
the frame or sample, whether it is audio or video. The video

original advertisements until the signal indicating the end of
the advertisement break is received, as described herein. At
this point, the advertisement tool 108 starts with the next
slice. In another embodiment, the advertisement insertion
tool 108, using the index can go back to the most recent key

frames being output may also include a ?ag that indicates that
it is a key frame. The advertisement insertion tool 108 can
45

identify the type and duration of the samples and frames. For
example, the advertisement insertion tool 108 can determine
that a video frame has a presentation time of 20.2 seconds
from the beginning and it is a key frame and that the corre

frame previous in time than the advertisement insertion point
in order to create the ?rst new slice. The advertisement inser

sponding audio has 1024 audio samples. Although the actual

tion tool 108 can also use the index to create the second new

slice.
It should be noted that the advertisement insertion tool 108
may be used in an adaptive streaming context, as well as other
streaming contexts that are not adaptive streaming. For

processing. In one exemplary embodiment, the advertisement
insertion tool 108 fetches a ?le (or portion of a ?le) that has
the encoded media content 142. The container reader 222
reads the container, such as the AVI container or MP4 con
tainer (or other types of containers, such as MP3, MKV or the

point with the ?rst frame of the new slice being independently
tisements in an original feed. For example, an over-the-air TV

in order to quickly process the encoded media content 142. In

one embodiment, the pre-processing may be done by a pipe
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data has not been accessed yet, the output of the container
reader 222 splits into two different pipelines, one pipeline for
the audio codec (audio decoder 228), and the other for the

video codec (video decoder 226). The decoders, when

example, if a user may be playing a video on a mobile phone

while in transit. The media player on the mobile phone will
retrieve the metadata descriptor ?le and determine what qual
ity pro?les are available for that video and where to retrieve
the video. As described above, the metadata descriptor ?le
may refer to ?les or portions of ?les that do not exist yet, and
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the advertisement insertion tool 108 can receive requests
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instructed to decode, output the raw video frame 337 and the
raw audio samples 339 into the video frame buffer 242 and the

audio frame buffer 244, respectively. Thus, the advertisement
insertion tool 108 can instruct the decoders to not encode the

video frames 333 and the audio samples 335 when perform
ing the pre-processing. However, when servicing an adver
tisement insertion request 301, the advertisement insertion

from the media player for different portions of the video at

tool 108 can instruct the decoders to decode the video frames

one or more different quality pro?les. For example, the media
player may start out requesting media content that has been

333 and the audio samples 335 when needed to re-encode
frames and samples for the new slices. In another embodi
ment, the advertisement insertion tool 108 may be con?gured
to not send the video frames and audio samples to the decod
ers when performing the pre-processing. In another embodi
ment, the advertisement insertion tool 108 may be con?gured

encoded at a 200 kb/ s rate and determines that it can get better,

and start requesting portions of the media content at a higher
rate. As far as the mobile phone and media player is con
cerned, the media content has been encoded according to the
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